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The next point at which users rely on Gemini software again is in the data-processing tools for such tasks as reducing

quake Readiness Workshop held in Chile

Nod & Shuffle data, creating datacubes from integral field unit (IFU) observations and simply calibrating with flat

in early December of 2007.

fields. Traditionally, this has been done using the Image Reduction and Analysis Facility (IRAF) where the Gemini
package now contains over 200 individual scripts. Porting these over to a Python-based package called PyRAF is
already underway at Gemini.
Moving into the next epoch of software at Gemini will bring a continued emphasis on remote and automated operations and data processing. As has always been the case, Gemini will do this with healthy critical input from our users so
that Gemini data, from start to finish is easy to use and work with.
Natural Disaster and Emergency Preparedness
On the morning of October 15, 2006, Gemini North (and much of Hawai‘i) was jolted into awareness of our vulnerability to Earth’s natural forces when a magnitude 6.7 earthquake struck the Big Island. This was the first time that
either Gemini telescope suffered appreciable damage due to an act of nature, and it made all of the observatories on
Mauna Kea (and around the world) reconsider how prepared astronomers are for events like this.
Immediately after the earthquake, Gemini began a major effort to assess the damage and move the Gemini North
telescope back into full operations as quickly as possible. In the end, the observatory lost 26 nights before the telescope
was back on the sky doing science. The real, long-term impact of this event was to raise awareness of the risks of natural
disasters to our facilities and to increase preparations so that when events of this magnitude (or greater) occur, we will
be even better prepared and subsequent recovery efforts will be easier. The February 2010 major earthquake in Chile
(and the continuing aftershocks) reminded us again of how vulnerable both facilities are to such natural disasters
although this one had little effect on Gemini South.
To address this issue, the Gemini engineering group played an instrumental role in organizing a special March 2007
workshop that engaged all of the Mauna Kea observatories. During the meeting, we identified areas of weakness such
as electrical grid access, as well as areas where common planning, communications, and support are appropriate (see
article in June 2007 issue of GeminiFocus pages 49-51). In addition to this meeting, a Chilean version called the Earthquake Readiness Workshop was held in December of the same year (see Figure 8). It brought together representatives
from most of the existing and planned observatory facilities in Chile (see article in the June 2008 issue of GeminiFocus
pages 49-51). Both of these meetings were organized by Gemini and will leave a legacy for the engineering of complex
instrumentation in seismically active regions.
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